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will, in fact, have grown beyond it and finally conquered
it, so that never again in all his long series of future lives
will he repeat that mistake, for he has now built into his
ego the opposite virtue of complete self-control as far as
that vice is concerned. Through a life of successful
struggle against that desire the victory over it has been
won; and now there is no longer a struggle, for he sees
the vice in its true colours and it has not the slightest
attraction for him. Thus the suffering on the astral
plane which once seemed, and was, so terrible to him, has
been in reality a blessing in disguise, since through it he has
been enabled to gain this immense moral victory, to take
this decided step upon the path of evolution ; and so far
there seems no other method than that of suffering by which
such splendid results could possibly have been achieved.
Q. If there be no hell, how do you explain the Christian
doctrine of c Salvation v ?
Ans. Salvation (L. Salms, saved) is not escape from
eternal damnation or from the mythical hell.   To
be saved means really to be on the right side when a
certain division of the human race takes place in the
future, on the Day of Judgment, as mentioned before;
that division has been described as the separation between
the sheep and the goats, the saved and the lost. There
cannot be any such idea as (the lost? in the whole of
God's world, because God intends us all to evolve; and
evolve we most certainly shall. But the question is whether
we have attained individualisation early enough, and also
whether we shall choose to go willingly along the path of
evolution or whether we shall give ourselves and others a
great deal of trouble by resisting the divine guidance.
That is the only meaning of salvation—that a man
is sure to come out on the right side in that future

